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Across

3. Wedding attendant's cryptic monograms

5. Maiden takes horse-drawn vehicle, heading off for 

ceremony

8. Female with a nice new boyfriend

11. New hearty soup, has kept many of us sane

13. It might have layers of cracknel occasionally

14. Flat area expected to be given steps?

15. Nothing but affection

16. Location of terrible riots in the outskirts of Blackpool

18. Swearing in the ceremony?

19. Mates of redhead surrounded by demons

20. Six wheels for minister

24. Passage one's going to read out

25. Road on which Hatty newly dwells? Ha!

27. Trivial boxers

29. Party is on the way into hotel

30. Wedding suit

32. Dials double O?

35. Princess, say, with change of direction shows 

faithfulness

36. Ravishing husband you seek? Look first for a Welshman

37. A few rest uneasily in this county

40. Rite words to say?

41. Lousy boutique without one bunch of flowers

42. Town sounds uninspiring, but produced a beauty!

45. Hatty will walk down the aisle in the opening shot

46. Gin initially served in German city: have one tomorrow

47. Bishop is admired wrestling train attendant

48. Girl briefly joining overall winner for a celebratory 

drink?

50. The state you’re in after the match

51. At heart he'd a desire to get married

52. Verger finally embezzled money after church service

53. Elegant instrument seen not far from Cardiff

Down

1. All of you go on creating havoc

2. I rather fancied the bride

4. The right kit for the match?

6. He finds seats for us before the woman

7. She is no longer engaged, so she gets another ring

9. Sounds like the dolls are lined up to cook burgers, say

10. To which love is the key?

12. Ringing instruments boys initially sell off

17. Desert pear, or pair?

21. A short month to work for a sea-creature

22. One giving speech unsurpassed on island

23. Mass producer

26. After-service break?

28. Plan suit specially for this?

31. Throw at Hatty and Rhys to infect when drunk

33. Rhys at wedding, giddy initially, needs space

34. News sites puzzled onlookers

38. Potential cure for sickness that's found in lab coat?

39. Cat damages crockery

43. Relatives with a film ruined by first of youths

44. We had lots of noise after marriage ceremony

49. Table for a large sailor


